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Localization System in LoRa Wireless Networks

Motivation and Background
LoRa, short for Long Range, is a wireless technology known
for its capacity to transmit small data payloads across large
distances. Positioned as a cornerstone within low power wide
area (LPWA) networks, LoRa plays a pivotal role in facilitat-
ing Massive IoT by catering to the specific requirements of
low-power, battery-operated devices within the expanding IoT
ecosystem. LPWA networks are categorized into two primary
classifications. On one hand, there exists cellular LPWA, which
harnesses the capabilities of mobile networks, including tech-
nologies such as Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) and Long Term
Machine Type Communications (LTE-M). In contrast, LoRa
operates as a non-cellular LPWA network, utilizing various
frequency channels and data rates to disseminate information
via encoded packets.

LoRaWAN (LoRa Wide Area Network) serves as the net-
work protocol responsible for connecting the LoRa signal,
which carries sensor data, to the relevant applications [2]. Es-
sentially, while LoRa represents the radio signal transmitting
the data, LoRaWAN manages the communication protocol gov-
erning the transmission of this data throughout the network.
The primary advantages of LoRaWAN lie in its provision of
low-power, extensive range, and cost-effective connectivity for
devices that do not demand high data transmission rates. It
stands as an alternative to cellular connectivity when it proves
too expensive or when Wi-Fi coverage remains inaccessible.

Research Project Goals
The objective of this research endeavor is to calculate and
estimate the distances between network nodes within a net-
work system [1]. The aim is to equip the system with spatial
awareness of these nodes. This can further enhance the ef-
ficiency of data routing across the network [3]. To achieve

these objectives, the project should utilize OMNeT++ network
simulator assisted by FLoRa (Framework for LoRa), which is a
simulation framework.

Milestones
• Read through scientific literature and standards for com-

prehensive understanding of LoRaWAN.
• Get familiar with a simulation tool and framework (e.g.,

based on OMNeT++) and statistics software (e.g., R).
• Use built INET models and orchestrate the same for

simulating the network.
• Detailed report on results of the performed study.

Required knowledge (or willing to learn)
• A programming or scripting language (e.g., Python, R)
• Basic knowledge of C++ for handling OMNeT++ simula-

tions.
• Scientific literature review, and writing.
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